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“A new liveAbility for the center of nonAntolA” 
(Two-phases Urban Design competition held by the Municipality of Nonantola - Modena)

One-year long two phases competition, regarding the requalification of the historical center of Nonantola.
Nonantola is a city of about 10.000 inhabitants, a few chilometers northern than Modena, famous for the 
medieval Abbey and the annexed historical Archive. 
The Municipality is aiming to recover the original importance of the historical center of the city, which 
is nowadays undermined by a heavy traffic flow, separating it from the perifery; to this purpose, a design 
competition was organized, with the objective of proposing a new “urban vision” for the city. Basis of the 
competition is the fothcoming opening of a new bypass street, which will considerably reduce the amount of 
traffic passing through the city. Our project was based upon the following ideas:

- linking the center with the periphery by means of a new system of “soft mobility” axis based on walking 
and bike lane;
- encouraging the use of peripherical parking areas, by connecting them to the new “soft mobility” system;
- converting surfaces of the center actually used as parking lots into new urban places, acting as 
“condensers“ of a new relationship between center and periphery;
- connecting the most important functional areas of the city to the new “soft mobility” system, so to 
create an “enlarged center” characterized by a wider range of functions and opportunities;
- integrating the existing green areas at the west side of the center into a continuous “greenway”, 
extending into the countryside and equipped by a bike lane.

Thanks to these proposals, our group was selected for the second phase of the competition, during which a 
“partecipated planning approach” was performed together with the population of the city.
In the second phase, at the end of which the project was developed up to a preliminary design level, much 
efford has been put into the development of the new mobility plan, and of a feasability study, which 
individuated the fundamental “core” of interventions to be fulfilled at a first stage; particuar attention 
has also been paid to the choice of the materials, and to the solutions for the night-illumination. A 
socio-economical investment analysis has also been carried out, with the aim of evaluating the benefits 
expected from the plan.

Group: R. Malvezzi (Teamleader); S. Diacci, L. Filippi (Designers); F. Diacci (Agronomy); L Reverberi 

field 1: the medieval tower place

field 2: the Abbey holy square
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Basis concept of the project: new “soft-mobility axis” connecting the city, in place of heavy-traffic roads dividing it into 
separated neighborhoods

Field of intervention 1: the actual medieval tower place

Field of intervention 1: the new square connected to the new 
public library settled in the ancient Counts palace

Field of intervention 1: night view

Field of intervention 2: the actual holy square of the Abbey

Field of intervention 2: the holy square as a bridge between 
center and periphery, and the new tourist center

Field of intervention 2: the holy square by night



Competition: “a new liveability for the center of Nonantola” - 2012/2013

The first of the new “soft mobility” axis: the “green way”



Competition: “a new liveability for the center of Nonantola” - 2012/2013

General concepts and layout



Competition: “a new liveability for the center of Nonantola” - 2012/2013

The second axis, crossing the center, with the new urban spaces annexed 
(in the circle, the proposed location for the new library)



Project Manager and Designer - Becquerel Electric S.r.l. - 2012/2013

Some SmAll hydroelectric powerplAntS

In the framework of the collaboration with Becquerel Electric S.r.l., I was in charge for the coordination 
of the activities related to landscape integration and architectural design of mini-hydroelectric power-
plants, located along whole Italy, with special reference for the design of the generating station. The 
main design address was to recover the traditional typologies and materials of historical use in the dif-
ferent contexts of interventions, interpretating them not in a pure mimetical approach, but highlighting  
the introduction of a new function, corresponding to the innovative presence of an environmental friendly 
hydroelectric powerplant.

(Design team: R. Malvezzi, A. Malaguti, M. Mangiarotti)



virgilio, mAntovA (photovoltaic shelter over a parking lot)

The Municipality of Virgilio, Mantova, decided to requalify the parking lot of a big mall placed along 
a main access road to Mantova, by developing the project of a photovoltaic shelter covering the asphalt 
surfaces of the lot. For this purpose, a competition was held, regarding the proposal of a photovoltaic 
powerplant of about 1 MWp, placed over a shelter 5 meters high, made with laminated timber beams, and 
covering a total surface of .ca 12.000 s.m.
Becquerel Electric was in charge of the design activities within the winning team, which was responsible 
for the fulfillment of the works; design activities regarded the whole range from the preliminary design to 
the construction drawings.

(Design team: R Malvezzi, G. Sacchetta)

Project Manager and Designer - Becquerel Electric S.r.l. - 2011



cASAlgrAnde, regggio emiliA 
(Extension of a Nursing Home; under construction)

As completion of an existing center, already 
including a small nursing home and an assistance 
center for heavily handicapped persons, the company 
Mattioli-Garavini commissioned a new and bigger 
nursing home for 42 elderly people, including an 
Alzheimer-affected people ward. 
The project proposed to concentrate all the 
services in the basement, then two floors dedicated 
to the Nursery, and a last floor dedicated to the 
Alzheimer ward. Great importance was accorded to 
endow the new facility with high spatial standards, 
and with a strong relationship with the surrounding 
landscape, made of a beautiful green hillside.
Particular attention has also been paid to 
climate control, and to the definition of an 
efficient management system.

(Design team: F Bisi, R Malvezzi)

Designer - Bisi&Merkus - 2010



brindiSi (Masterplan for the requalification of the inner harbor)
The project proposed a reconnection of the urban areas located around the inner harbour, each one endowed 
with own characteristics and functions, which are today separated by occurences of many kinds. Inside 
each area composing the seafront, main elements of attraction were selected, partly existent, partly to 
be implemented, in order to generate a map of needs and functions, describing the “urban potential” of 
the harbour, to be used as a design instrument. The main idea was to concentrate the highest density of 
functions, mostly dedicated to culture, leisure, relax, hospitality and restauration, around the “core” of 
the harbour, where the historical center is also located; such a “hot spot” has also been defined as the 
new “water square” of Brindisi. 
The project was completed by the proposal of a new mobility plan, based on a mixed approach, where railway, 
public transport (bus) and bike lanes, supported by a new system of interchange multilevel car parks, were 
integrated to a new public water transport system, able to connect the main attraction elements placed 
around the inner harbour, with the result of creating a wider, unique and well connected multifunctional 
urban area, with a regional-level attraction capacity.

(Design team: E Dodi, R Malvezzi)

Urban Planner - Dodi&Moss - 2010



pArkStAd, rotterdAm (residential development)

Along Laan van Zuid will rise a long and narrow urban block, composed of five apartment buildings on the 
front and 32 row houses at the back. The five buildings are connected by a back-set two-storeys plint, 
providing wide spatial openings to the street level. Five detailed masonry fragments have been studied 
(above, left, fragment from block 5) in order to give to every building an individual characterization, 
still inside a recognizable urban language made of variations and counterpoints. 
Particular attention has been paid to the solution of the corners by the short sides of the block. 

(Design team: J Geurst, J de Haan, T Kapfer, F Dirksen, S Koetzle, R Bruin, P van Duijvenbode, D Lassche, 
R Malvezzi)

Assistant Designer - Geurst&Schulze architecten - 2008-2009



hAven centrum, Apeldoorn (Residential development)

Two apartment blocks protect an “inner village” of row houses, for which references from some residential 
projects of Jorn Utzon were taken. The use of the same brick and window types  contributes to give to the 
neighborhood a sense of unity and community; the “L shaped” floorplan of the row houses, and the addition 
of a third level with different roof orientations transform the regular pattern of row houses in a more 
free and complex environment. 
An underground parking garage provides parking places for all the houses, allowing a stronger relationship 
between the ground floor of the houses and the back ganrdens.

(Design team: J. Geurst, M. J. Boerman, R. Gabriel, R. Malvezzi)



Assistant Designer - Geurst&Schulze architecten - 2008-2009

boSpolder en tuSSendijken, rotterdAm (urban renewal plan)

The renewal plan of the two neighborhoods comprehends a major substitution intervention of 5 apartment 
blocks with a row houses development, and the reorganization of the adjacent public spaces, like squares, 
marketpalces, parks (top, actual siuation). We proposed different options aiming to create a stronger 
relationship between the built environment and the public spaces. 
In the drawings, the two solutions based on the idea of “permeable settlement” (above) and of “green 
gulfs” (below). 

(Design team: J Geurst, M J Boerman, C Wirth, R Malvezzi)



fondi, lAtinA (vacation house, completion project)

An unfinished vacation house of Dutch property, over a hill somewhere between Naples and Rome. The main 
efford will be concentrated on the living areas of the ground floor (above, actual situation, ground floor 
and east facade); the design idea is to open the walls of the living room, to an extent compatible by 
the seismic regulations, creating wide glass surfaces open to the terrace and further to the valley. The 
facade will be closed by an external wooden skin of foldable shutters.
A new skylight is proposed, in order to bring more light and air in the living room (below).    
               (team: J. Geurst, R. Malvezzi)

Assistant Designer - Geurst&Schulze architecten - 2008-2009


